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All groups considered in this paper are finite and soluble.
Characterization of Schunck classes and saturated formations by means
of certain embedding properties of their associated projectors plays an
important part in the Theory of Classes of Groups.
Schunck classes whose projectors are normal subgroups were studied by
Blessenohl and Gaschutz. They characterize these classes as the classesÈ
p  w x.Q of p-perfect groups, where p is a set of primes see 2, III, p. 303 .
On the other hand, if F s S is the saturated formation of all solublep
p-groups, then F-projectors always cover or avoid chief factors. In fact,
Doerk and Hawkes give a complete description of the saturated formations
for which this property holds. It turns out that F-projectors are CAP
 .subgroups subgroups with the cover and avoidance property in every
group if and only if either F s S for some set p of primes, or F s S X Sp p p
for some prime p. The explicit determination of CAP Schunck classes is
still an open question. Forster made great progress in this direction. HeÈ
obtained the classification of normally embedded Schunck classes.
DEFINITIONS. Let U be a subgroup of a group G.
 .a If p is a prime, we say that U is p-normally embedded in G if
a Sylow p-subgroup of U is a Sylow p-subgroup of some normal subgroup
of G.
 .b We say that U is normally embedded in G if U is p-normally
embedded in G for all primes p.
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 w x.Chambers see 2, I, 7.5 proved that normally embedded subgroups are
CAP subgroups. Consequently, normally embedded Schunck classes, that
is, Schunck classes H for which H-projectors are normally embedded in
every group, are CAP Schunck classes. The following result is due to
 w x.Forster see 2, VI, 4.18 :È
THEOREM A. A Schunck class H is a normally embedded Schunck class
if and only if there exist sets p and s of primes with s : p such that
H s Qp S .s
In the framework of the results of Doerk, Hawkes, and Forster, we studyÈ
here Schunck classes and saturated formations for which projectors in
every group have embedding properties weaker than the normal embed-
ding. In fact, we analyze two embedding properties: on the one hand, the
w xsubnormal embedding property introduced by Doerk 2, I, p. 26 and on
the other hand, a new embedding property, S-quasinormal embedding.
This property is an extension of S-quasinormality.
DEFINITIONS. Let H be a subgroup of a group G.
 .i H is said to be S-quasinormal in G if it permutes with every
Sylow subgroup of G.
 .ii H is said to be S-quasinormally embedded in G if every Sylow
subgroup of H is a Sylow subgroup of some S-quasinormal subgroup of G.
 .iii H is said to be subnormally embedded in G if every Sylow
subgroup of H is a Sylow subgroup of some subnormal subgroup of G.
w xNotice that by 3, Theorem 1 , every S-quasinormal subgroup is subnor-
mal but the converse does not hold in general. It is also true that normal
embedding implies S-quasinormal embedding. However, there exist exam-
ples showing that the converse is not true.
First we give properties of S-quasinormally embedded subgroups and
subnormally embedded subgroups which are useful in proofs using induc-
tion arguments:
 .LEMMA 1. Let U be a S-quasinormally respecti¨ ely subnormally embed-
ded subgroup of a group G, H F G, and K a normal subgroup of G. Then:
 .  .a If U F H, then U is S-quasinormally respecti¨ ely subnormally
embedded in H.
 .  .b UK is S-quasinormally respecti¨ ely subnormally embedded in G
 .and UKrK is S-quasinormally respecti¨ ely subnormally embedded in GrK.
 .  .c If K F H and HrK is S-quasinormally respecti¨ ely subnormally
 .embedded in GrK, then H is S-quasinormally respecti¨ ely subnormally
embedded in G.
Proof. The proof is by a direct computation.
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DEFINITION. Let H be a Schunck class. We say that H is a S-quasinor-
 .mally embedded Schunck class respectively subnormally embedded if, for
each group G, every H-projector of G is a S-quasinormally embedded
 .respectively subnormally embedded subgroup of G.
Forster characterizes permutable Schunck classes, that is, SchunckÈ
classes whose projectors are system permutable subgroups they permute
w x .with a Hall system of the group; see 2, I, 3 and 4 for further details . He
obtains the following result:
w xTHEOREM B 2, VI, 5.4 . For a Schunck class H, the following statements
are equi¨ alent:
 .a H is permutable.
 . Xb Either H s S H for some prime p, or there exist sets of primes pp
and s with s : p such that H s Qp S .s
We prove here that S-quasinormally embedded subgroups are system
permutable subgroups. In particular, we have that S-quasinormally embed-
ded Schunck classes are permutable.
THEOREM 1. Let U be a S-quasinormally embedded subgroup of a group
G and S a Hall system of G such that S reduces into U. Then U permutes
with S.
 .Proof. Denote U s G l U for each G g Syl G l S. Since S re-p p p p
duces into U, it follows that U is a Sylow p-subgroup of U for all p andp
 .U s  U . We show that if p g p U , then U permutes with everypgp U . p p
 .member of S. Let p g p U . Since U is S-quasinormally embedded in G,
an S-quasinormal subgroup T of G exists such that U is a Sylowp
p-subgroup of T. Let r be a set of primes and let G be the Hallr
r-subgroup of G in S. If p g r, then U is contained in G and so Up r p
permutes with G . So we can assume p f r. It is clear that T permutesr
w xwith S. Hence S reduces into T and so S reduces into TG by 2, I, 4.22 .r
  4.Therefore if G is the Hall r j p -subgroup of G in S, it followsr j  p4
  4.that G l TG is a Hall r j p -subgroup of TG . Nowr j  p4 r r
XG l TG s G G l T s G G l T l G T l G .  . .r j  p4 r r r j  p4 r r j  p4 r r
s G G l T l G X T l G . .  . .r r j  p4 r R  p4 r
On the other hand, U is a Sylow p-subgroup of T contained in T l G .p p
So U s T l G and G l TG s G U is a subgroup of G. Conse-p p r j  p4 r r p
quently, G permutes with U for all p and U permutes with S.r p
Our purpose now is to prove that S-quasinormally embedded Schunck
classes are normally embedded Schunck classes. By Theorems A and B, it
will be enough to study the case H s S X H for some prime p.p
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THEOREM 2. Let H be a S-quasinormally embedded Schunck class such
that S X H s H for a prime p. Then H is a normally embedded Schunck class.p
Proof. Assume that H is not a normally embedded Schunck class and
let G be a group of minimal order such that the H-projectors of G are not
normally embedded in G. Since S X H s H, it follows that every H-projectorp
of G contains a Hall pX-subgroup of G. Therefore G s EP, with E an
H-projector of G and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
 .XSuppose that O G / 1 and let N be a minimal normal subgroup of Gp
 .Xsuch that N F O G / 1. Then ENrN is an H-projector of GrN. Byp
minimality of G, we have that ENrN s ErN is normally embedded in
GrN. So E is normally embedded in G, a contradiction. Therefore
 .  .  .XO G s 1 and F G , the Fitting subgroup of G, is equal to O G . Letp p
1 / E be a Sylow p-subgroup of E contained in P. Since E is anp
S-quasinormally embedded subgroup of G, there exists a S-quasinormal
 .subgroup T of G such that E is a Sylow p-subgroup of T. If Core Tp G
were not trivial, then a minimal normal subgroup of G would be contained
in E and so E would be normally embedded in G, a contradiction. Sop
 . wCore T s 1 and then T is a nilpotent subnormal subgroup of G by 1,G
x  .3 . Consequently T is contained in F G and then T s E is a p-group.p
Let H be a Hall p9-subgroup of G. Then E H is a subgroup of G andp
w x w x w  . x  .  .E H s E E , H H. Now E , H F F G , H F F G s O G . Sop p p p p
w x w xE , H is a p-group and then E E , H s E . This means that Hp p p p
normalizes E . We prove that E is a pronormal subgroup of P. Takep p
r g P. Since E is a pronormal subgroup of G, there exists an element
 r: r g Xg g E, E such that E s E . Since every Hall p -subgroup of G nor-
g  g:  r:  r :X Xmalizes E and E , it follows that E, E s E, E s E , E E ,p p p p p
r: r X rX XE , where E and E are Hall p -subgroups of E and E , respectively.p p p
 r :  r: r gX XTherefore g s g g for g g E , E and g g E , E . Thus E s E1 2 1 p p 2 p p p p
s E g1 g 2 s E g 2. This means that E is pronormal in P. Therefore E isp p p p
normal in P and P normalizes E . Since the same is true for E, it followsp
that E is a normal subgroup of G, a contradiction.p
Our theme in the last part of this paper is Schunck classes which have
the property that their projectors are subnormally embedded.
We have been unable to get an explicit determination of these Schunck
classes. Nevertheless, we have obtained some interesting partial results. In
particular, we have characterized the subnormally embedded saturated
formations. The example given in Theorem 4 shows that, in general,
subnormally embedded Schunck classes are not normally embedded. A
complete classification of subnormally embedded Schunck classes seems to
be a hard task.
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THEOREM 3. Let H be a subnormally embedded saturated formation.
 .Then H s S , for p s char H .p
 .Proof. We prove that S H s H for all p g char H s p . Assumep
 .there exists a prime p g char H such that S H / H and choose a groupp
F of minimal order in S H R H. Then F is a non-abelian primitive group.p
 .  .  .XEvidently O F s 1, and therefore F s AG, where A s Soc F s O Fp p
is a minimal normal subgroup of F and 1 / G is an H-projector of F.
Moreover A l G s 1. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since H is
subnormally embedded, we can find a subnormal subgroup T of F such
that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of T. It is clear that T l A is contained in P
because T l A is a normal p-subgroup of T. Moreover A normalizes T by
w x w xvirtue of a result of Wielandt 2, A, 14.3 . Hence T , A F T l A F P l A
F G l A s 1 and T centralizes A. Since A is self-centralizing in F, it
follows that P s 1 and G is a pX-group. Consider now the direct product
H s C = F, where C denotes the cyclic group of order p. Since p gp p
 .char H , we have that C g H. Therefore C = G is an H-projector of Hp p
w xby 2, III, 6.3 . It is clear that H has exactly two minimal normal subgroups
< < w xwhich are not isomorphic. Let q be a prime dividing G . By 2, B, 10.7 we
 .can find an irreducible and faithful H-module B over GF q . Denote
w x X s B H the corresponding semidirect product. We know that B C =p
.G rB is an H-projector of XrB. So, if we take an H-maximal subgroup of
 . wR s B C = G containing C = G, we get an H-projector of X by 2, III,p p
x 3.7 and 3.23 . Thus there exists a subgroup D of X such that D s D l
. .B C = G is an H-projector of X. Denote C s D l B and suppose thatp
C is a proper subgroup of B. Let 1 / G be a Sylow q-subgroup of G.q
Then CG is a Sylow q-subgroup of D. Taking into account our assump-q
tions about H, there exists a subnormal subgroup S of X such that CG isq
wa Sylow q-subgroup of S. Consider A regarded as a G -module. By 2, A,q
x w x  . w x12.5 we have A s A, G = C G and, by Maschke's Theorem, A, Gq A q q
s N = . . . = N , where the N are irreducible G -modules for each i g1 r i q
 4  41, . . . , r . Let 1 / x g N for a fixed i g 1, . . . , r . Assume that x gi
 . w : x w x w : xN G . Then x , G F N , G F N . So x , G F N l G s 1 andX q q i q i q i q
 .x g C G , a contradiction.A q
 x:Therefore G is a proper subgroup of G , G , which is a subgroup ofq q q
G N . Since G is a maximal subgroup of G N , it follows that G N sq i q q i q i
 x:  x:  x:G , G and then x g G , G F S, S . Applying now a result ofq q q q
w x w xWielandt 4, 7.3.4, p. 223 , we obtain x g S. Consequently, A, G isq
contained in S. On the other hand, B normalizes S. This means that
w x  .B, S F B l S F B l CG s C and S is contained in C BrC . There-q X
w x  .fore A, G F C BrC . Since B and C are G-invariant, we have thatq X
w xG w x g :  . w xGA, G s A, G rg g G is contained in C BrC . Now, A, G isq q X q
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w xGa G-submodule of A. Since A is G-irreducible, it follows that A, G s 1q
w xG w xG w xor A, G s A. Suppose that A, G s 1. Then A, G s 1 and Gq q q q
centralizes A, a contradiction.
w xG w x w xTherefore A, G s A and so B, A F C. In particular C, A isq
contained in C and C is A-invariant. Now C is C = G-invariant. There-p
fore C is an H-submodule of B. Since B is irreducible, it follows that
B s C, a contradiction. Consequently our assumption is false and C
 .should be equal to B. This means that B C = G is an H-projector of X.p
 .Let E be an irreducible and faithful X-module over GF p and denote
w xY s E X the corresponding semidirect product. Now with similar argu-
ments to those used in the beginning of the proof we have that S s
U w x ..C B C = G is an H-projector of Y, where S is an H-maximalp
w xw x .. w x . Usubgroup of E B C = G containing B C = G and C s S l E.p p
Suppose CU is a proper subgroup of E and consider S s CU C a Sylowp p
p-subgroup of S containing C . Since S is a Sylow p-subgroup of somep p
subnormal subgroup I of Y, we can use the aforesaid criterion of subnor-
w xmality of Wielandt 4, 7.3.4, p. 223 and similar arguments to those used
before to conclude that CU is a normal subgroup of Y. This contradicts
the fact that E is a minimal normal subgroup of Y. Therefore CU s E and
w xw x ..  .E B C = G g H. Then G g H p , where H is the canonical localp
 .  .definition of H. This means that F g S H p s H p , a contradiction.p
Consequently, S H s H for all p g p and then H s S .p p
Finally we exhibit a family of subnormally embedded Schunck classes
which are not normally embedded.
THEOREM 4. Let p be a set of primes. Consider a finite subset B / B of
the boundary of S containing at least one non-cyclic primiti¨ e group, and letp
 .H s h B , the Schunck class of B-perfect groups. Then H is a subnormally
embedded Schunck class which is not normally embedded.
w x  .  .  .Proof. By 2, III, 2.9 , we have B s b H : b S : a S . Conse-p p
quently every H-projector of every group G contains a Hall p-subgroup of
w xG by 2, VI, 1.5 . Suppose that H is not subnormally embedded. Let G be
a group of minimal order with non-subnormally embedded H-projectors.
Then G f H and so there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that2
 .GrN g b H s B. Then GrN is a primitive group factorized as GrN s2 2 2
 . .  .N rN MrN where N rN s Soc GrN is a minimal normal sub-1 2 2 1 2 2
group of GrN and MrN g S is an H-projector of GrN . Moreover2 2 p 2
N rN is a p-group for some prime p f p . Let H be an H-projector of1 2
w xM. Then, by 2, III, 3.7 , H is an H-projector of G. If q is a prime in p ,
then every Sylow q-subgroup of H is a Sylow q-subgroup of G.
Suppose q f p and let H be a Sylow q-subgroup of H. Then H N rNq q 2 2
is a Sylow q-subgroup of HN rN which is a p-group. This implies that2 2
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H F N . Now, by minimality of G, we have that H is subnormallyq 2
embedded in M. So there exists a subnormal subgroup S of M such that
H is a Sylow q-subgroup of S. In particular, H is a Sylow q-subgroup ofq q
S l N which is a subnormal subgroup of N . Since N is normal in G, it2 2 2
follows that S l N is subnormal in G. So we have proved that H is2
subnormally embedded in G, a contradiction.
Assume now that H is a normally embedded Schunck class. Then by
Theorem A there exist sets r and s of primes with s : r such that
r  r .H s Q S here Q denotes the class of all soluble r-perfect groups .s
r .  . r .  .rRecall that for a group G, O G g Proj G . So O G H g Proj GQ H
 . r r wwith H g Proj G . Hence Q is strongly contained in Q S and by 2,S ssx  r .  .  .VI, 1.5 we have b Q S : S l b S . Moreover s / r, otherwise b Hs r s
s B s B contradicting our assumption. Take p g r R s and q g s
notice that s / B because we are assuming B does not consist only of
.cyclic groups of order a prime number . If Q is a q-group and V is a
 .faithful irreducible Q-module over GF p , we have that the corresponding
w x  .semidirect product V Q g b H . We can construct in this way an infinite
number of groups in the boundary of H. This contradicts the fact that B is
a finite set.
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